ABOUT US

Founded in 1987, Maestro Oil & Gas
Solutions (MOGAS) is an integrated regional
downstream oil marketing company
with business operations ranging from
international oil trading to marine and inland
terminals, retail networks and lubrication
services.
MOGAS has strongly positioned itself as the leading brand for
fuels and lubricants in East and Central Africa and beyond,
with operations in Uganda Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi,
Democratic Republic Of Congo (DRC) and United Arab
Emirates.
The company’s core assets include a state-of-the-art 40,000m3
capacity marine terminal in Dar es Salaam harbour, ultra
modern inland terminals in Kampala - Uganda (5,000m3) and
Lubumbashi - DRC (4,100m3).
Our speciality line of business includes technology-led
premium quality MOGAS lubricants, bitumen, fuels including
LPG and retail services. We are also sole Distributors of Castrol
products in Uganda

GLOBAL STANDARDS
LOCAL SOLUTIONS
www.mogasoil.com

ABOUT US

“

THE LEADING BRAND FOR
FUELS AND LUBRICANTS
IN EAST AND CENTRAL
AFRICA AND BEYOND

WHAT IS

At the time of its incorporation in 1987,
the founders of Maestro Oil & Gas
Solutions (MOGAS) set out to lead
in each of the markets in which we
engaged, with a focus on the growing
economies of East Africa. Our vision was
to be an integrated regional downstream
oil marketing company with business
operations ranging from international oil
trading to marine and inland terminals,
retail networks and lubrication services.
Over the last 30 years we have remained true to that early
vision and today are a major provider of fuels and lubricants
to corporate and private customers in East and Central Africa,
with operations in Uganda Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi,
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and a strong presence in
the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
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Today the fleet managers of large logistics companies, the
maintenance crews of mining companies, the purchasing
managers of international airlines and tour operators rely on
us meet their needs. We supply, store and manage bulk fuels
and lubricants for government organisations and every part
of industry from manufacturing to agriculture. But the most
recognisable face of MOGAS is seen in our service stations,
spread throughout the region and a welcome sight to the
motorists, truck drivers and motorcycle riders who love
them for their friendliness and the diverse goods and
services they provide.
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FOREWORD

A MESSAGE

FROM
THE CEO

It gives me great pleasure to
unveil the next generation of the
MOGAS business. We continue
in our resolve to remain relevant
in the markets where we
operate, by improving our value
proposition and creating new or
better products and services.
Over the last 30 years, MOGAS has sustained its
vision to lead in each chosen market, focusing
on the growing economies of East and Central
Africa. Over the last decade, however, our business
has matured into what I might call call its ‘third
generation’, characterised by diversification in
both product portfolio and markets. This has
translated into phenomenal market share growth
and sales turnover from USD 43.4 million to its
current USD 510.2 million.

Accordingly I have focused the business on
four core activities: safe operations; customer
service excellence; MOGAS brand respect;
and profit and cash-flow maximisation.
I firmly believe that a strong organisational culture
is crucial to our performance and success. With a
staff complement of over 300 employees across
the Group, staff development at every stage of
their career is vital to realise their full potential.
We use technology imaginatively to bring
about performance efficiencies while prudently
managing business risks.
In the words of Unilever’s CEO Paul Polman: “The
issues we face are so big and the targets are so
challenging that we cannot do it alone. When you
look at any issue, such as food or water scarcity,
it is very clear that no individual institution,
government or company can provide the solution.”
MOGAS is deeply aware of this reality and I am
therefore determined to build a sustainable
enterprise through the right partnerships.

I am excited about the impending completion of
our new blending plant at the fast-growing port of
Tanga, which will join our existing fuel terminal and
the inland terminals at Kampala and Lubumbashi
to extend our formidable asset base. Our footprint
has steadily expanded from Uganda, Kenya and
Tanzania and now extends into Rwanda, Burundi,
the Democratic Republic of Congo and the United
Arab Emirates. Currently, we are extending the
MOGAS brand and our lubricants distribution into
western and southern African markets.

Finally, I resolutely pledge our company to
continue delivering world-class value-added
products and services to our esteemed and
diverse clientele. At the same time we will
stay on course to fulfil our responsibilities to
all our stakeholders, through safe, ethical and
legally approved best practices and with full
consideration for environmental protection for the
heritage of future generations.

There is much current interest in oil production
in our home territory of Uganda. This activity
will bring new opportunities and challenges
for MOGAS. We’re preparing to meet these by
strengthening our strategic positioning in those
sectors in which we excel.

GROUP CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Geoffrey Rugazoora

The MOGAS Group’s Big Picture strategy
challenges us to become the brand of choice and
a major player in the Oil & Gas sector in Africa.
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OUR VISION

THE MOGAS

COMPANY
VISION

The future

A company that cares

As we embark on the next 30 years of our existence,
MOGAS is a company on a mission: we aim:
• t o be the first choice as a place to work for the
people who share our passion for the business.
For our part we will train them, give them
opportunities for career advancement, and
encourage their suggestions for innovation.
• t o be the first choice as a business partner
in each of the markets in which we have a
presence.
• t o be the first choice as a supplier of fuels, oils
and maintenance services for the general public.
• t o be a world-class integrated enterprise,
delivering world-class value-added products
and services to a broad spectrum of customers,
from private individuals to government and
commercial enterprises of all sizes.
•T
 o achieve a minimum share of five percent in
every market we operate in, an annual turnover
of not less than USD 1.5 billion, and to grow the
MOGAS retail network to at least 160 service
stations by the year 2020.

We respect people. It makes no difference if you
are our customer at a service station, someone
who supplies us with goods and services, or
someone who works in our many service teams.
We will always deal with you in a respectful
and ethical way, listen to your concerns and
suggestions, and strive to make ours a
relationship of trust.
•W
 e want our customers to come back again
and again, so we treat each of them, large or
small, as we would like to be treated ourselves
– that is our Golden Rule. For that reason we
have set out to create a sustainable business
that consistently delivers excellent products
and services to our customers, whenever and
wherever they need them.
•W
 e want our employees to stay with us, so we
develop their careers, respect their privacy and
encourage their ambitions and dreams: we are
proud to say that many of our staff count their
service with MOGAS in decades.
•T
 eamwork is at the centre of our employee
relations policy, encouraging multi-skilling,
personal accountability and shared decision
making. In this way each team member shares
responsibility for every team decision, as well
as the credit for innovation, efficiency and
improvement in the business. Each employee
is encouraged to think independently
and creatively.
•W
 e’re keen to invest in developing long-term
and mutually beneficial relations with our
customers and vendor partners.

Think global, act local
Parochial thinking has no place at MOGAS:
we’re a business that employs people of many
nationalities, and that is one of our core strengths.
We are an equal opportunities employer, one that
will never countenance discrimination on grounds
of ethnic origin, gender or social origin. Our
leaders appreciate that innovation and creativity
flourish best in such an environment of respect
and cooperation. We welcome independent
thinking by our employees, reward initiative and
recognise that each person has unique abilities.
We want them to develop these abilities and use
them in the local context for the good of the
entire business and society as a whole.
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OUR SERVICES

MOGAS

FUELS AND
LUBRICANTS

The supply of state-of-the-art
products from MOGAS and our
world class partners Castrol
and Eastman Aviation, with a
comprehensive downstream
service offering tailor made
services to each customer,
is our core business.
Fuels
Visitors to our roadside service station will know
that we provide them with the very best quality
unleaded petrol (gasoline) and diesel for private
cars and commercial transportation. What
they may not realise is that these products are
also supplied in bulk to commercial customers
alongside a variety of specialist hydrocarbon fuels,
including heavy fuel oil (HFO) for thermal power
generating plants and heat production burners.

Lubricants
The formulation, manufacture and distribution of
lubricants is a key activity in our Specialties Line
of Business. Our service stations network offers
high quality products and service to individual
motorists, commercial fleets and corporate clients,
assisted by our specialist teams i.e.,
•A
 t our forecourts where we provide advice
to motorists, and sell them engine oil in
recommended grades for cars, commercial
vehicles, buses and coaches. Additionally
greases transmission oils, hydraulic fluids and
other consumables are available.
•F
 or our business customers there is a
comprehensive catalogue of specialised
lubricants formulated for their varied needs.
•W
 e offer a range of services to take the burden
of maintenance, fuel and lubricants management
from our commercial clients, allowing them to
concentrate on their core business.

Kerosene, widely used in Africa as an inexpensive
fuel for lighting and cooking, is also available at
some MOGAS outlets.
We have introduced Liquefied Petroleum Gas
(LPG) for domestic cooking and lighting, as a
conscious move to reduce the environmental
and health hazards associated with using
firewood and charcoal as domestic fuel.
Passengers passing though Uganda’s Entebbe
International Airport are our customers too and
may spot our logo there, as we now store and
supply bulk JET A-1 aviation fuel there and offer
a refuelling service to airlines and commercial
operators using the airport.
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OUR SERVICES

MOGAS

FORECOURT
SERVICES

MOGAS service stations
are conveniently located
along key traffic routes,
in major commercial centres
and in up-coming peri-urban
residential areas. Our welltrained and courteous staff
are always available to help
our customers with underbonnet safety checks and
windscreen cleaning.
A professional vehicle maintenance service is
provided at all MOGAS service stations, so that
our customers can have the right lubrication
products for their vehicles, whether Premium
Castrol oils or MOGAS high performance products.

Tyre Clinic

Fuel Card
MOGAS has also introduced a purchase card
that enables customers to buy fuel and other
products at our service stations. This saves them
from carrying cash, and also generates a real-time
report of transactions, facilitating accounting
and financial control – an important
consideration for fleet operators.

Regional Coverage
We have a regional network of retail service
stations, currently within the areas served by
MOGAS Kenya, MOGAS Uganda, MOGAS
Tanzania, MOGAS Rwanda, MOGAS Burundi
and MOGAS Congo.
We aim to expand the retail network to 160
outlets by 2020. Our MOGAS service stations
deliver premium, technology-driven products and
services, furthering our strategy to protect our
existing business and expand our penetration of
current market segments. At the same time, we
continually introduce new products to reach out
into new markets and opportunities.

MOGAS service stations offer motorists tyre
checks, repairs and sales to ensure safe driving
conditions. Many sizes and configurations of
leading brands of tyres are kept in stock. The
use of semi-automated tyre mending and fitting
machinery ensures correct handling. It also saves
precious time when our customers require a quick
tyre change.

Convenience stores
Most of our filling stations benefit from friendly
and value-for-money mini-mart shopping outlets
where motorists can park and relax as they stock
up on provisions and take refreshment.
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WORKING TOGETHER

MOGAS

BUSINESS IN
PARTNERSHIP

Just as important to us as
our public interface services,
we take great pride in the
specialist, tailor-made services
we offer to commercial and
professional customers and
partners. As companies change
their business practices to focus
more on their core business, it
makes sense to place certain key
maintenance and infrastructure
management aspects in the
hands of a reliable partner. To
this end we will always be happy
to put together a tailor made
package to suit each individual
client – from selected services
to general outsourcing. Some of
these services are listed.

Speciality oils and greases
MOGAS Specialties line of business comprises a
wide range of automotive and industrial lubricants
formulated with high technology and premium
quality materials and processes to ensure high
performance products that offer targeted
solutions to our customers’ requirements. The
portfolio includes high performance MOGAS
lubricants, premium Castrol oils and greases.
MOGAS TurboFleet 15W-40 is our flagship brand
of engine oil (API CI-4/SL) specially formulated
in collaboration with our world-class cuttingedge technology Principals - Lubrizol to deliver
a quality product designed to meet the most
severe operating conditions faced by modern high
performance vehicles.
MOGAS TurboFleet 15W-40 was accorded the MB
228.3 Approval status by Daimler AG, which means
that it is technically suited and approved for use in
most European, American and Japanese trucks. We
benchmark Mercedes Benz standard against our
entire lubricant product range to ensure conformity
of product quality and confidence.
Over the years we have developed a
comprehensive range of high performance
greases to cope with the highly specialised
and demanding conditions faced by heavy
duty mining, excavation and construction
equipment operating in remote areas, often
in extreme climate conditions, dust, damp
and other difficult environments.
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WORKING TOGETHER

Hospitality

Oil Diagnostic Service

Whole-life Oil Management

Our fuel terminals in Dar es Salaam, Lubumbashi
and Kampala are happy to offer storage facilities
for fuel stocks belonging to MOGAS affiliates or
third party clients.

To save our customers down-time caused by
unforeseen machine breakdowns, and to extend
the operating life of their equipment, we offer
a used oil diagnostic service exclusively to our
professional customers. This enables them to plan
and run preventive maintenance programmes on
their expensive and critical equipment.

We offer a used oil collection service to our
customers to ensure that the oil we supply is
recovered and disposed of responsibly and
in compliance with national and international
regulations and environmental best practices.
This service is available to all customers through
our service station lubrication bays, or for larger
commercial customers to whom our staff will
attend at their premises.

Two of these marine terminals are located in
Tanzania, namely:• Kurasini Terminal in Dar es Salaam harbour,
which has a holding capacity of 40,000m3 of
fuel. It is linked directly to the mooring jetty by a
3-line 2.5km pipeline.
• Tanga Terminal in Tanga port, which is a
gateway into the agricultural, industrial and
tourist hinterland, along the Arusha-Moshi axis
in northern Tanzania. This terminal consists of a
6-tank farm depot with a holding capacity
of 7,000m3.
•A
 lso, we are about to complete erecting a
state-of-the-art Lube Oil Blending Plant
(LOBP) at Tanga terminal to bolster our capacity
and competitiveness on both the local and
export markets.
Inland, MOGAS Uganda has an ultra-modern
5-tank terminal located at the Banda industrial
area of Kampala, with a capacity of 5,000m3
of fuel.
Additionally, MOGAS Congo terminal is located
in Lubumbashi, Katanga Province, with a storage
capacity of 4,100m3 of fuel. Katanga Province has
extensive mining activities, with significant fuel
and lubricants requirements. Lubumbashi alone
has an annual demand of at least 360 KMT of
fuel, which presents MOGAS Congo terminal
with important business opportunities.

Lubrication Services
We offer tailor-made lubrication services based
upon on-site surveys to assess the lubrication
needs for our customers’ equipment and
machines. Consultations with equipment operators
and maintenance personnel are done with
reference to OEM recommendations.
This service includes provision of basic
workshop lube dispensing equipment, to
complete installation of centralised bulk
lubrication systems comprising storage tanks,
oil distribution piping networks, pumps, digital
metering units and hose reels – whatever
the scale of the customer’s operation.
At every stage, our concern is to assist our
partners to satisfy the needs of end-user
customers, meet or exceed their expectations,
saving them cost and allowing them to reduce
their contractual delivery times.
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FUTURE NEEDS

ASSETS AND

INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT

At MOGAS we recognize that,
whatever our success has been
to date (and we are proud
of what we have achieved)
the economic and political
landscape is changing faster
than ever before, and with it
our markets and the society
we serve. Standing still is not
an option, so we make a point
of considering our customers’
future needs alongside their
present ones.

Diversification
In addition to our planned investment in our
oil terminal facilities, and the expansion of our
retail network throughout the region, MOGAS
recognises that innovation, diversification,
integration, achieving critical mass and mitigating
risk are crucial to our long-term business survival.
Consequently these aspects form an integral part
of our growth strategy.
Conscious that globalisation is no longer a choice
but a matter of survival, MOGAS is poised to
protect, extend and diversify our business in East
and Central Africa and to penetrate new markets
across the African continent.
Our leadership cherishes the hope that our
achievements will inspire other African enterprises
to realise that it does not cost more to become
world-class! Instead, it increases business
efficiency, competitiveness and relevance on
the global economic scene, as well as acquiring
a wider awareness of the global environmental
pressures and challenges.

LPG
Demand for Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)
is increasing exponentially as firewood and
charcoal become harder to obtain in rural and
urban Africa. In light of the challenge to make
clean affordable energy available, and to curtail
the rapid degradation of our biomass and
environment, MOGAS has added LPG to its
long-term investment strategy.
We plan to install a USD 30 million m3 LPG storage
and distribution facility at Tanga port in Tanzania.
Meantime, we already market MOGAS branded
LPG on the Ugandan market, as we strengthen
our logistical and distribution capacities before
expanding this service into Rwanda and Burundi.
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CSR

GIVING BACK

TO SOCIETY

For us at MOGAS, mere
compliance with Oil and Gas
industry norms, local and
international regulations and
even ISO standards is never
enough. Our ethical stance
compels us to do everything
we can to benefit all the
communities we impact, society
at large, Africa and the world.
Beyond enriching the lives of our employees,
we engage in environmental conservation
programmes that benefit future generations.
At the strategic level, we make a point of
including the interests of the communities
within which we operate into our corporate
decision making processes.

Prevention better than a cure
In 2015, we inaugurated a project to improve
road safety – the first time any downstream oil
company had addressed the high number of
motorcycle (known throughout East Africa as
BodaBoda) accidents. We found, for example, that
of the average number of 60 patients at any one
time in the casualty ward of Kampala’s Mulago
hospital, 48 (80 percent) were BodaBoda riders.
And local traffic police statistics show that more
than 40 percent of such accidents are fatal. We
tackled the problem on a number of fronts:
•W
 e launched a programme to donate high
visibility jackets to up to 10,000 riders, many
of whom work late into the night.
•W
 e started a training programme to
encourage safety conscious maintenance,
roadworthiness of machines, the wearing
of helmets, compliance with speed limits,
consideration for other road users and
compliance with traffic regulations.

•W
 e inaugurated a BodaBoda welfare club that
will engage motorcyclists in and around Kampala
to get safety gear, motorcycle oil and other
items that will enhance their work standards and
create a high safety operating environment.
• Under the banner of our Sentry 4T motorcycle
oil that is formulated specially for BodaBoda,
MOGAS Uganda extended financial support and
compassion to Mulago National Referral Hospital
Orthopaedic Ward and made emergency
payments of some 5 million Uganda shillings
direct to accident victims.

Caring for the community
• Back in 2011, MOGAS Uganda worked in
collaboration with Rotary, Gift of Life and the
Uganda Heart Institute. MOGAS Uganda donated
US$10,000 to the project that enabled Uganda
Heart Institute to carry out cardiac surgery on
underprivileged and low-income citizens suffering
from a number of different heart conditions.
•O
 ne of the health hazards facing the people of
Kampala is that surface drains become blocked
with silt and refuse and overflow especially in
the rainy season. This results in pollution of the
water supply. The Banda area (Kampala East
district) in which MOGAS Uganda fuel terminal
is situated, is one of the worst affected, so it
is a regular occurrence to see the company’s
employees devoting their free time to clearing
the waterways for the benefit of the community.
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AWARDS

MOGAS Uganda Limited
was recognized by Kampala
Capital City Authority for its
commitment and improvement
towards a greener environment,
under the Kampala Green
Industry Campaign program
for 2016.
MOGAS Uganda beat 4 other participants
(i.e. 3 Oil Marketing Companies and 1 Garage)
to emerge the winner in the in the Garage
& Fuel Station category.
The 3 main environment protection objectives
that MOGAS Uganda focussed on were:• Water usage minimization
• Proper waste handling and disposal
• Optimized energy utilization

EVENTS

The inspiration behind the The
Uganda Vintage & Classic Auto
Show, according to the founders,
is the widespread interest
in Vintage Cars and the few
opportunities to showcase the
ones in Uganda and East Africa.
The first Auto Show took place
on July 2012 at the Sheraton
Kampala Gardens.

A big part of the pre-show is the Snail Trail, this
is a procession of the cars participating in show
through the streets of Kampala. This pre-event
is conducted every year on the eve of the event
after which the cars are parked at the Sheraton
Kampala Gardens. The Snail Trail is more of
an awareness drive for the Show as well as an
opportunity to get a glimpse of the Vintage and
Classic Cars for those who would not be able to
attend the show.
This year, the vintage and classic vehicles
assembled at MOGAS Kireka as MOGAS is the
show’s fuel sponsor. Each vehicle that showed
up for the snail trail was fueled with 50 litres of
fuel of their choice and Lubricants provided by
CASTROL.
The Uganda Vintage & Classic Auto Show was
attended by approximately 1,500 event goers.
The gates opened at 10am and the entry fee
was UGX 10,000.

The Event Dinner

“

The Car show also doubles as a competition for
the participating vehicles. This year, seventy one
(71) cars were competing for the following prize
categories and the winners won various prizes
from our generous sponsors.

AS THE MOGAS
ENVIRONMENT POLICY
DICTATES, WE ARE
COMMITTED TO TAKING
PROACTIVE AND
PRACTICAL STEPS IN
ENSURING THAT OUR
OPERATIONS DO NOT
POLLUTE OR PUT THE
ENVIRONMENT AT RISK
IN ANY WAY.
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OUR PEOPLE

MEET THE

MOGAS
TEAM

Geoffrey Rugazoora

Koti Reddy

GROUP CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

GROUP IT MANAGER

Mr Rugazoora has 26 years of experience in the
petroleum downstream segment. For the past
seven years he has devoted all his energies and
passion to growing the MOGAS business in East
and Central Africa. Under his leadership, MOGAS
GROUP has grown rapidly, entered new markets
and diversified its products to become established
as one of the region’s most dynamic downstream
oil companies. Geoffrey also sits on the committee
for Uganda Fuel Supply Coordination under the
Ministry of Energy & Mineral Development.

With nearly two decades of ICT practice in the
commercial and industrial sector behind him,
Mr Reddy oversees the platforms and systems that
are part of our business infrastructure including the
group-wide implementation of Oracle ERP System.

Monica Kavuma
GROUP MANAGER AUDIT,
RISK AND COMPLIANCE
Monica is an Internal Controls and Risk
professional with 8 years’ experience. She
manages our operations and systems audits,
as well as business risk assessment activities.

Agarwal Dharmendra
CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER
A Chartered Accountant, Agarwal has served
as our (CFO) since 2005, bringing a wealth of
experience in financial accounting, budgeting
and internal systems auditing.

Partha Ghosh
MANAGING DIRECTOR, MOGAS KENYA
For 16 years, Partha, a construction specialist
by training, has led a number of East African oil
businesses, including nearly six years at the helm
of MOGAS Uganda. In 2015, he was appointed to
head the MOGAS Kenya business.

Joseph Mubiru
MANAGING DIRECTOR, MOGAS UGANDA
Joseph is a trained accountant and formerly
worked as an accounting manager responsible
for group-wide financial training and control.
He currently leads the MOGAS Uganda
business activity.

Ashish Goyal
MANAGING DIRECTOR, MOGAS TANZANIA
Ashish is MD of the rapidly growing MOGAS
Tanzania, based in Dar es Salaam. He was
appointed following 20 years in finance
management roles. Previously he had been
MD of MOGAS Kenya.
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OUR PEOPLE

Geoffrey Rugazoora
MANAGING DIRECTOR, MOGAS CONGO

Margaret Wetende
COUNTRY MANAGER, MOGAS BURUNDI
Ms. Wetende holds a Bachelor of Commerce,
Accounting Major from Panjab University. She
has over 15 years’ experience in the Oil and Gas
industry both downstream and upstream. She
is a member of Energy Institute (UK).

”

Ronald Rugadya
COUNTRY MANAGER, MOGAS RWANDA

TEAMWORK IS AT
THE CENTRE OF
OUR EMPLOYEE
RELATIONS POLICY,
ENCOURAGING MULTISKILLING, PERSONAL
ACCOUNTABILITY
AND SHARED
DECISION MAKING

Ronald is a seasoned sales and marketing
professional with over 10 years work experience in
Uganda and Rwanda. He is currently our Country
Manager in Rwanda, very determined to grow
MOGAS business activity and visibility.

Stephen Okuni
GROUP HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER
Occupying the key role of Group HR Manager,
Stephen has held similar posts in major Uganda
corporations since 2004.

“

WE WANT OUR EMPLOYEES
TO STAY WITH US, SO WE
DEVELOP THEIR CAREERS,
RESPECT THEIR PRIVACY
AND ENCOURAGE THEIR
AMBITIONS AND DREAMS
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Fanueal Samson

Mercy N Asiimwe

GROUP LUBRICANTS SUPPLY,
TECHNICAL & SALES SUPPORT MANAGER

GROUP SAFETY AND STANDARDS MANAGER

Fanueal is our Lubricants Supply, Technical and
Sales Support Manager, with responsibilities across
all our business units. His 16 years’ experience
extends from lecturing in engineering to technical
support in the oil and aviation sectors in reputable
global organisations.

Also trained in industrial chemistry, Mercy is
MOGAS Group’s Health, Safety, Environment and
Standards Manager, a role to which she brings
over 10 years of working in safety and quality
standards compliance.

Steven Koech
John Ssemwogerere
GROUP SPECIALTIES PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR
An industrial chemist with more than 16 years
experience of technical and commercial sales,
market development and training, John is our
Specialties Product Development Co-ordinator,
also currently engaged in MOGAS brand
revamping project.

TERMINAL GENERAL MANAGER,
MOGAS TANZANIA
Koech (as fondly called) has more than 15 years’
experience of depot operations management.
Until recently, he served as Head Of Supplies And
Operations at MOGAS Uganda. Koech is now the
MOGAS Tanzania Terminal General Manager.
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THE MOGAS

VISION FOR
AFRICA
Our Vision

Our Corporate Culture And Values

To be a leading brand of choice in the markets
we operate.

At MOGAS we believe that a strong organizational
culture is crucial to performance and success.
Through our Mission, Management and Culture, we
maximize our motivation to drive our performance
through enjoying our work, knowing the purpose
why we work and the benefits we derive from
performing our tasks well.

Our Mission
To deliver world-class products and services to a
diverse clientele, with solutions that add value to
our business, stakeholders and environment.

Our Philosophy
Our philosophy is embodied in 4 tenets namely,
Relevance, Execution, Benefit, and Integrity.

Our Future Direction
To become a fully integrated oil marketing
company with at-least 5% share in every market
we operate, an annual sales turnover beyond USD
1.5 billion and a MOGAS retail network of at-least
160 outlets, by the year 2020.

Our core values are teamwork, trust, reliability,
equal opportunity, and effective solution delivery
to our customers.
We appreciate that growth, innovation and
creativity flourish best in an environment of
mutual respect and cooperation, hence we
encourage independent thinking and participation
from all our staff and work teams, reward their
initiatives and recognize their diverse strengths.
We challenge any restrictive structures and
thinking that hinder performance and lower
our motivation and productivity, in our quest to
achieve sustainable business excellence.
GLOBAL STANDARDS LOCAL SOLUTIONS

www.mogasoil.com

MOGAS GROUP
CORPORATE OFFICE
40 Nile Avenue P.O.
Box 19 Kampala, Uganda.
E: mgs@mogasoil.com
T: +256 414 341 701
+256 414 341 706
BURUNDI
MOGAS Burundi SPRL
Chaussee du prince louis
Rwagasore, Immeuble
Nsinamenye, BP 2709
Bujumbura, Burundi.
T: +257 222 75 841

UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES [UAE]
MOGAS DMCC
AG (Silver )TOWER,
Jumeirah Lake Towers- Area.
P.O. Box 111697
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
T: +971 4422 9213
DR CONGO
MOGAS Congo SPRL
914 Route Kipushi,
Commune Annexe,
NAT. 6-937-N49234U
Lubumbashi, R.D. Congo.
T: +243 99 9956 166

KENYA
MOGAS Kenya Limited
1st Floor, Muthithi Place,
Muthithi Rd. West Lands
P.O. Box 27696-00506
Nairobi, Kenya.
T: +254 736 205 874

RWANDA
MOGAS Rwanda Limited
Avenue Poids, Maxi House
P. O. Box 7286
Kigali, Rwanda.
T: +250 788 394 060

TANZANIA
MOGAS Tanzania Limited
310/3, Bandari Road,Kurasini.
P.O. Box 70284
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
T: +255 222 850 474

UGANDA
MOGAS Uganda Limited
94-100, Jinja Road, Banda.
P.O. Box 19
Kampala, Uganda.
T: +256 414 341 914

For trade enquiries fill in the enquiry
form located on our website
www.mogasoil.com

